Prof. Nelson amused the students in chapel the other morning by quite an interesting story.

Berry Peterson had the misfortune to hurt his hand while practicing football the other day.

Each football boy made a speech in chapel the Monday morning after their return from Ada.

There has been a new domestic science class organized, composed of some of the professors' wives.

The solid geometry and plane trigonometry classes have challenged the faculty for a football game.

Mr. Cain demonstrated some interesting spiritualistic tricks to the Psychology class one day last week.

The football boys were the guests of Misses George and Reed, at the Normal Inn, at six o'clock dinner.

The construction of the track is progressing, it will not be long before we can find our running capacity.

President Redd gave lectures to the Psychology class while Mr. Cain was away with the football team.

A committee of students has been appointed by the president and faculty to welcome new pupils who are arriving daily.

The editor saw a smile on the professors' countenances the other day and on inquiring, learned that their vouchers had arrived.

The Normal Inn locks its doors strictly at 10:30 p.m. It is a mystery to all how a certain young man got out the other night.

On account of the reception to the Kendall boys October 8th in the schoolbuilding, the literary society suspended its programme.

Mr. Pack has been looking unusually pale and thoughtful of late. No wonder, poor man, when his class-room is between the expression and music rooms.

WANTED—The Domestic Science instructor would like to see the young man who registered for practice lesson in boiling water without scorching it, and who has never reported to class.